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ABSTRACT: By means of quasielastic neutron scattering, we have investigated the dynamics of two polymers,
head-to-head poly(propylene) (HHPP) and poly(ethylene-propylene) (PEP), through the incoherent scattering
function of hydrogens, i.e., the H self-correlation function. Backscattering techniques have allowed us to cover
mesoscopic time scales in the momentum transfer region 0.2 e Q e 1.8 Å-1. For both polymers, the glassy
dynamics below the glass-transition temperature Tg (HHPP: Tg ) 248 K; PEP: Tg ) 213 K) is dominated by the
methyl group rotations. In the temperature region investigated in the supercooled liquid stateswell above the
glass transitionswe have observed a qualitatively similar behavior for both systems: anomalous sublinear diffusion
with deviations from Gaussian behavior in the high-Q range. Because of the differences in Tg, the time scales
associated with HHPP are slower than those observed for PEP in this regime. These results have been taken as
reference to address the question of the dynamic miscibility in the blend system composed by a mixture of 50%
HHPP/50% PEP. Exploiting isotopic labeling, we could experimentally isolate the HHPP-component dynamics
in the blend by using a mixture of protonated HHPP and deuterated PEP. In the glassy state, we found that the
methyl group dynamics of HHPP is not affected by blending. On the other hand, well above the average glass
transition of the blend, the hydrogen motions in HHPP become faster in the presence of PEP. The combined
analysis of these results and measurements on the fully protonated blend allowed us finally to deduce also the
PEP-component dynamics in the blend in the supercooled liquid state. This dynamics is slowed down by blending
but remains faster than that shown by the HHPP component in the blend. These results are discussed in the light
of a recent model for blend dynamics proposed by Lodge and McLeish based on the concept of self-concentration.
The experimentally observed behavior is well predicted by such a model in the Q and temperature range investigated
well above the glass transitions of the polymers.
I. Introduction
The complexity of the dynamics of glass-forming systems,
and, in particular, of glass-forming polymers, has been largely
evidenced during past years. In polymers we can identify
vibrations, localized motions as methyl group rotations, second-
ary relaxations, the structural relaxation and large-scale dynam-
ics such as the entropy-driven Rouse motion, reptation, and
finally the diffusion of the whole chain. The length scales as
well as the characteristic time scales associated with these
processes can increase from some tenths of angstroms to
hundreds of nanometers and from tenths of picoseconds to years.
It is clear that insight at a molecular level is imperative in order
to fully characterize and understand the different processes.
Neutron scattering (NS) offers space/time resolution on a
molecular level and has a great potential to yield such an insight.
During past years an important effort has been made in this
direction. Particular emphasis has been directed toward a
determination of the atomic motions in the R-relaxation regime.
However, features such as the much discussed characteristic
length scale associated with this process have not been unveiled
so far. The understanding of the vitrification phenomenon
demands, in parallel with theoretical development, the compila-
tion of a maximum range of experimental investigations on the
dynamical processes characteristic of glass-forming systems,
especially at a molecular level.
Recently the question of the dynamical miscibility in ther-
modynamically miscible polymer blends has attracted increasing
interest (see, for instance, the works1-7 and references therein).
This can be formulated as: how is a given dynamical process
affected by blending? Can we distinguish each blend component
from a dynamical point of view, or do they move similarly when
blended? It is noteworthy that, in addition to the technological
importance of these systems, the investigation of the dynamical
miscibility could also shed some light on the problem of the
length scales associated with the different dynamical processes
in polymers, and in particular to the R-relaxation,3 thereby
contributing to the general understanding of the glass transition.
From an experimental point of view, the problem of dynamic
miscibility in polymer blends requires the utilization of selective
techniques to follow the dynamical behavior of the components
separately. Until now, most of such studies have been carried
out by relaxation techniques like dielectric spectroscopy (DS)
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and NMR (see, e.g., refs 8-17). These techniques aresor can
besselective (DS in the case of a large difference in the dipole
moment of the components). However, they do not provide
direct spatial information. Only a few studies have taken
advantage of the potential offered by NS techniques based on
the selectivity which is achieved by deuteration labeling. To
date, the only blend systems investigated by NS are poly(vinyl
methyl ether)/polystyrene (PVME/PS),9,18 polyisoprene/poly-
(vinylethylene) (PI/PVE),19-21 poly(ethylene oxide)/poly(methyl
methacrylate) (PEO/PMMA),22,23 and poly(dimethylsiloxane)/
poly(ethylmethylsiloxane) (PDMS/PEMS).24 The phenomenol-
ogy emerging by now as a result of the different experimental
approaches points to the following scenario: blending does not
appreciably affect fast motions and processes active in the glassy
statesand consequently are of rather localized characterslike
e.g. methyl group rotations (NS on PVME/PS18) or even
secondary relaxations (DS on PVME/PS9 and PEO/PMMA10
and NS on PI/PVE19). However, segmental and chain dynamics
are strongly influenced by the presence of other chains (see,
e.g., refs 9, 21, and 25-31 using DS, NMR, or NS). Concerning
the R-relaxation, two main effects of blending have been well
established until now. If we observe selectively the dynamic
response of one of the two components, we realize that there is
a symmetric broadening of any relaxation function with respect
to the homopolymer behavior. This broadening dramatically
increases as the temperature decreases down to the average glass
transition temperature of the blend. On the other hand, usually
two different mean relaxation times are observed, each of them
corresponding to the dynamics of each of the components
modified by blending. This is what is called “dynamic hetero-
geneity”. From a theoretical point of view, two kinds of
approaches have been proposed to account for such observa-
tions: one is based on the idea that concentration fluctuations
are responsible for both the broadening and the heterogeneity
of the dynamics32-34 and a second one where the effect of chain
connectivity on the local effective concentration of polymer
blends (the so-called self-concentration effect) is considered as
the main ingredient.1,26
In this work we have tried to contribute to the general
characterization of the dynamical processes in glass-forming
polymers at a molecular level and to the problem of the
dynamical miscibility. Thereby, both the glassy and the super-
cooled liquid states were studied by NS addressing the hydrogen
dynamics in two polymers, head-to-head polypropylene (HHPP)
and poly(ethylene-propylene) (PEP), as homopolymers and in
a blend (50%/50%). This has been possible by exploiting
deuteration labeling. The two polymers exhibit significantly
different glass-transition temperatures Tg (TgHHPP ) 248 K, TgPEP
) 213 K), giving rise to important differences in their dynamics
at high temperatures. We have used the backscattering technique,
covering times of the order of the nanosecond and length scales
of the order of angstroms. Therefore, we have focused our
investigation on temperatures well above the glass transitions
the range where the dynamics of the R-relaxation is centered
in the experimental NS window. At such high temperatures
nonequilibrium effects recently observed in blends below the
average Tg23,35 are not expected. Moreover, though the effect
on the dynamics of thermally driven concentration fluctuations
does not completely dissappear at these temperatures, its
importance is smaller, and only the self-concentration effects
are expected to become evident.
II. Experimental Section
A. Sample. Head-to-head polypropylene and alternating poly-
(ethylene-propylene) were prepared via saturation of the precursor
polydienes poly(2,3-dimethylbutadiene) and polyisoprene. The
polydienes were obtained via standard anionic polymerization
techniques36,37 using sec-butyllithium as initiator and benzene as
polymerization solvent. The saturation with hydrogen or deuterium
was done with a conventional palladium on barium sulfate catalyst.
The polydispersity of the polymers, Mw/Mn, was smaller than 1.05
as determined by size exclusion chromatography (SEC). Absolute
molecular weights were obtained by SEC combined with a triple
detector array from Viscotek, model 300: HHPP, Mw ) 28.5 kg/
mol; h-PEP, Mw ) 20 kg/mol; d-PEP, Mw ) 22 kg/mol. Blends38,39
(50% HHPP/50% PEP) were prepared by dissolving the polymers
in toluene. To obtain the specimens for NS experiments toluene
solutions were cast into aluminum cells. The glass transition
temperatures were determined by DSC: 213 K (PEP), 248 K
(HHPP), and 228 K (blend).
B. Neutron Scattering Experiments. Neutron scattering experi-
ments reveal structure and dynamics of the sample investigated.40-43
This information is obtained by analyzing the change in energy
(pö) experienced by neutrons scattered into a a given solid angle
between ¿ and ¿ + d¿. The modulus of the momentum transfer
Q is determined by the scattering angle ıs and the wavelength of
the incoming neutrons ì as Q ) 4ð sin(ıs/2)/ì. The measured
intensity as a function of Q and energy transfer pö contains several
contributions:
Let us first focus on the incoherent contribution. Here, nR is the
relative fraction of nuclei of kind R in the sample. The sum runs
over all possible kinds of atoms. óinc
R and Sinc
R (Q,ö) are the
incoherent cross section and incoherent scattering function for
atoms of type R, respectively. Sinc
R (Q,ö) is the Fourier transform of
the intermediate incoherent scattering function Sinc
R (Q,t), and the
double Fourier transform of Sinc
R (Q,ö) yields the self-part of the
Van Hove correlation function, Gself
R (r,t). In the classical limit,
Gself
R (r,t) is the probability of a given nucleus of kind R to be at
distance r from the position where it was located at a time t before.
Thus, incoherent scattering looks at correlations between the posi-
tions of the same nucleus at different times. We note that óinc
R
changes from isotope to isotope (óincH ) 80.27 barns; óincD ) 2.05
barns; óinc
C ) 0). Moreover, given a specific isotope, not all such
atoms have necessarily to move in the same way. For example,
hydrogens in a methyl group show a richer dynamics than those
linked to the main chain because they can, in addition to the seg-
mental motion, participate in the methyl group rotation. Therefore,
the label R may refer to the type of isotope (hydrogen, deuterium,
carbon, ...) or to a subgroup of the same isotopes (e.g., methyl group
hydrogens). The total incoherent cross section is óinc ) ∑RnRóincR .
The coherent part in eq 1 deals with relative positions of atomic
pairs, i.e., collective dynamics. Its intensity is determined by the
differential scattering cross section (@ó/@¿)coh ) ócohS(Q)/(4ð). This
means that it reveals directly the partial structure factor S(Q) (which
limit is 1 for Q f ∞) and is weighted by the coherent cross section
ócoh ) ∑RnRócohR (ócohH ) 1.76 barns, ócohD ) 5.59 barns, ócohC ) 5.55
barns). S÷coh(Q,ö) is the normalized coherent scattering function (area
) 1) that carries the dynamic information: it is determined by the
temporal evolution of the atomic pair correlations.
We note that, as NS spectrometers offer a limited energy
resolution, the measured functions are affected by the normalized
instrumental resolution function, R(Q,ö). R(Q,ö) is the obtained
spectrum when purely elastic (pö ) 0) scattering events take place
in the sample [i.e., it is the “image” of ä(ö)]. It can usually be
determined from the scattering of the sample at very low temper-
ature, where all the dynamical processes are frozen. Thus, the
experimentally accessed quantity has to be compared with the
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1. Backscattering Measurements. In a backscattering experi-
ment, perfect crystals are used as monochromator and analyzers,
and the instrumental resolution is optimized by using backscattering
geometry at both crystals.44 These spectrometers work under inverse
geometry condition; i.e., the energy of the detected neutrons is fixed
to a given value Ef while the energy of the incident neutrons is
varied around Ef.
In this work we used the backscattering instrument IN16 at the
ILL45 where the monochromator and the analyzers are made of
perfect Si(111) single crystals. The energy variation is performed
by moving the monochromator and exploiting the Doppler effect.
In this configuration the wavelength used is ì ) 6.271 Å, the
energy window of the experiment is limited to -15 íeV e pö e
15 íeV at an energy resolution of äE(hwhm)  0.4 íeV, and with
19 different detectors the Q range covered was between 0.19 and
1.81 Å-1.
The two fully protonated homopolymers and the partially
deuterated blend were investigated in the glassy state at T ) 120,
140, 160, 180, and 200 K (measuring times of about 3 h) and in
the supercooled liquid state at 300, 325, 350, 375, and 400 K
(measurements of 10 h). The fully protonated blend was studied
at 300, 325, 350, and 400 K, with measuring times of 7 h. The
flat-shaped samples were positioned at 135° with respect to the
incident beam. The thicknesses were such that the expected value
of the transmission was 90% in all cases. The experimental
resolution function was obtained from the measurement of each
sample at 2 K, and the efficiency of the detectors was determined
by a Vanadium measurement. Background corrections were per-
formed for the scattering of the empty cell, which was subtracted
with the proper transmission factor.
C. Contributions to the Measured Scattering. In the case of
protonated polymers, the scattered intensity is generally dominated
by the incoherent contributions from the hydrogens in the sample.
This is due to the high value of óinc
H as compared to the other
scattering cross sections. Thus, for the three fully protonated samples
investigated in this work, the scattered intensity reveals predomi-
nantly the self-motions of their hydrogens (óinc amounts to 95% of
the total scattering). An essential element of NS dealing with soft
matter problems is the huge difference between the cross sections
of hydrogen and deuterium, which allows masking the contribution
of some molecular groups or components of the system and
following the isolated signal of hydrogens in the sample. For this
reason, to selectively investigate the dynamics of one component
in a blend, mixtures of protonated and deuterated chains are used.
In this work we exploited this advantage for isolating the HHPP
dynamics in the blend by measuring the scattering of a blend where
the PEP component was fully deuterated, HHPP/dPEP. The signal
from this sample is dominated by the incoherent contribution from
the HHPP hydrogens (ócoh/óinc ) 0.15). Finally, as unfortunately
no deuterated HHPP was available to isolate the PEP component,
we measured the scattering of a fully protonated blend, HHPP/
PEP. There, the incoherent contributions corresponding to the
hydrogens of the two polymers are almost equally weighted
(nH, HHPP/nH, PEP ) 1.03).
To experimentally prove that the scattering of our blend samples
is predominantly incoherent, we performed neutron diffraction
measurements with polarization analysis43 using the DNS instrument
at the Forschungszentrum Ju¨lich. This technique allows to separate
the coherent and incoherent contributions (@ó/@¿)coh and (@ó/@¿)inc.
In the ideal case, the latter should be Q-independent and given by
óinc/4ð. The results obtained for both blend samples are shown in
Figure 1.46 As can be seen, in the Q range of interest in this work
the signal is dominated by the incoherent scattering even for the
partially deuterated blend (note that in the peak at 1.2 Å-1 the
coherent intensity is less than 25% of the total signal). The strong
increase of the scattering at low Q in this sample is due to the
coherent contribution produced by the contrast between the labeled
macromolecules and the matrix. This scattering reveals the form
factor of the chains.
Taking into account these considerations, we can approxi-
mate to a large extent I(Q,ö)  óincH SincH (Q,ö), with SincH (Q,ö) )
∑HinHiSincHi (Q,ö) in case the dynamics of different hydrogens Hi in
the system investigated are different.
III. Results and Analysis
A. Dynamics in the Glassy State: Methyl Group Rota-
tions. Both HHPP and PEP contain methyl groups in their
structural units (see scheme in Figure 1). Because of the low
values of their barriers, the rotations of these groups are usually
fast enough to contribute to the backscattering window even
below the glass transition temperature.47,48 As can be seen in
Figure 2, a clear quasielastic broadening is observed for the
three samples investigated at T < Tg. This quasielastic intensity
is weaker for PEP, which contains fewer methyl groups. We
can assume that in the glassy state the only active motions in
our window are methyl group rotations. For rotational motion
with characteristic rate ¡, the incoherent scattering function can
be written as
where the elastic incoherent structure factor EISF carries the
information about the geometry of the particular motion
involved. In the case of CH3 rotation, it is given by
where rHH ) 1.78 Å is the distance between the hydrogens in
the methyl group. It is well-known that the disorder inherent to
the amorphous state leads to distributions of rates in glassy
systems. This aspect was introduced by the so-called rotation
rate distribution model,47-50 which considers as a first ap-
proximation a log-normal distribution of hopping rates
ó¡ is the width of the distribution centered at ¡0. Thus, the final
scattering function for a hydrogen undergoing rotation in a
methyl group in a glass forming system, Sinc
rot(Q,ö), is built by
adding the scattering functions of the hydrogens located in the
different environments weighted by the distribution function
Figure 1. Ratio between the coherent and incoherent intensities
scattered by the two blends investigated, as obtained from DNS at 300
K: empty circles correspond to the sample where the PEP component
is deuterated (HHPP/dPEP) and crosses to the fully protonated sample
(HHPP/PEP). The inset shows the chemical formulas for the two
protonated homopolymers.
Sinc





EISF ) 13(1 + 2sin(QrHH)QrHH ) (3)
H(log ¡) ) 1x2ðó¡
exp[- (log ¡ - log ¡0)22ó¡2 ] (4)
Sinc
rot(Q,ö) ) s-∞+∞H(log ¡)Sinc¡ (Q,ö) d(log ¡) (5)
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In addition to the rotational motion, the hydrogens rapidly
vibrate around their equilibrium positions. This fast motion leads
to an overall decay of the amplitude governed by the so-called
Debye-Waller factor (DWF), which directly reveals the mean-
squared displacement 〈u2〉 associated with such fast motions
Assuming 〈u2〉 to be the same for all kinds of hydrogens in
the sample, the total scattering function for hydrogens can be
written as
where nch and nMG are the relative fraction of hydrogens in the
main chain and in the methyl groups, respectively. The ä(ö)
function is the elastic contribution of the main chain protons,
which do not participate in the rotations. To account for the
small coherent contribution present in the spectra from the
HHPP/dPEP sample, following eq 1 we have added an elastic
fraction modulated by the corresponding weight as deduced from
the DNS measurements (Figure 1). This is justified since
motions leading to indistinguishable initial an final atomic
configurations do not produce coherent quasielastic scattering.
We have assumed that this contribution is affected by the same
DWF in a first approximation. Finally, we note that the geometry
of the motion (EISF, eq 3) is completely fixed in the model
function.
This approach describes the experimental data with high
accuracy for the three samples investigated below Tg, as can be
appreciated in Figure 2. The temperature-dependent values for
¡0 and ó¡ resulting from the fits are plotted in Figure 3. Finally,
the values of 〈u2〉 are displayed as a function of temperature in
Figure 4.
B. The Supercooled Liquid State. First we will focus on
the results corresponding to the two homopolymers. For the
temperature of 350 K, Figure 5 shows in a logarithmic
representation their IN16 spectra obtained at three different Q
values and normalized to their peak intensities. Figure 6 displays
the corresponding curves for Q ) 1 Å-1 at the lowest and
highest temperature investigated. At the same conditions, PEP
shows the broadest spectrum and HHPP the narrowest. We
remind that the broadening of a spectrum in the quasielastic
region is related to the inverse of the characteristic time of the
atomic motion leading to such scattering; i.e., the broader the
spectrum, the faster is the motion. This means that PEP displays
the fastest motion and HHPP the slowest. On the other hand,
for a given system, the dynamics reflected in the spectra
becomes faster with increasing Q and T.
Above the glass transition, the main dynamical process is
the structural or R-relaxation. Quasielastic incoherent neutron
Figure 2. IN16 spectra at 180 K and 〈Q〉 ) 1.7 Å-1 measured from
(a) HHPP, (b) HHPP/dPEP, and (c) PEP. Data corresponding to three
different detectors (Q ) 1.64, 1.7, and 1.76 Å-1) have been grouped
to improve statistics. The solid lines are fits by considering methyl
rotations, whose corresponding quasielastic components are depicted
by the dashed-dotted lines. The scales are shown at 10% of the
maximum intensities. Dashed lines: instrumental resolution obtained
at 2 K.
DWF ) exp(- 〈u2〉3 Q2) (6)
Sinc
H (Q,ö) ) DWF[nchä(ö) + nMGSincrot(Q,ö)] (7)
Figure 3. Temperature dependence of the mean value (a) and width
(b) of the distributions of rotation rates for methyl groups obtained for
HHPP (full circles), PEP (squares), and HHPP in the blend (empty
circles). Lines in (a) are Arrhenius fits to the HHPP (solid line) and
PEP (dotted line) data; lines in (b) show the expected widths if the
distributions are the result of a unique distribution of activation energies
of widths óE ) 17 meV (solid line) and óE ) 14 meV (dotted line).
Figure 4. Temperature dependence of the mean-squared displacement
associated with the vibrational and fast contributions other than methyl
group rotations for HHPP (full circles), PEP (squares), and HHPP in
the blend (empty circles). The dashed-dotted line corresponds to a
slope of 8.3  10-4 Å2/K. The solid and dotted lines show a linear
description for the results of HHPP and PEP in the supercooled liquid
state, respectively.
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scattering investigations51,52 and, more recently, molecular dy-
namics simulations53 on glass-forming polymers have shown
that the atomic motions in this regime obey a sublinear diffusion;
i.e., the mean-squared displacement increases as 〈r2(t)〉 ∝ tâ with
â < 1. The associated intermediate scattering function can be
described by means of a Kohlrausch-Williams-Watts (KWW)
or stretched exponential function, so that the scattering function
is
The characteristic time ôw(Q,T) has been found to follow a
power-law Q dependence as ôw(Q,T) ∝ Q-2/â, where â is the
stretching shape parameter in eq 8 reflecting the deviations of
the structure factor from a simple exponential decay.51,52 This
holds usually in the Q range 0.2-1 Å-1 and implies that there
the Gaussian approximation is well fulfilled.
In the temperature range investigated, in our dynamical
window we expect the observation of the segmental motion
involved in the R-relaxation. In fact, from the above qualitative
considerations, the Q dependence observed for our spectra
corresponds well with the scenario of a diffusive-like behavior
for the atomic motions above Tg. We note that the hydrogens
in the methyl groups in principle participate simultaneously in
this more global process and in the methyl group rotations. The
latter should be very fast at such high temperatures. If these
two processes can be considered as statistically independent,
as e.g. it was found from MD simulations in polyisoprene,54
the total scattering function is built by convolution of the
corresponding scattering functions. Considering again the same
DWF for all hydrogens, we finally can write the scattering
function for hydrogens in one polymer as
This equation can be regrouped into
where SQE
rot&KWW(Q,ö) is the term giving account for the fast
combined rotation and segmental motion of the hydrogens in
the methyl group. It is given by
This contribution becomes very broad in the temperature range
investigated above Tg: for the lowest temperature, 300 K, we
can estimate ¡0  21 íeV (Figure 3a), i.e., wider than the
backscattering window. Therefore, SQE
rot&KWW(Q,ö) will appear
practically as a nearly flat background in our window, which
intensity decreases with increasing temperature. Thus, we may
approximate
We have used this model function to fit the data correspond-
ing to HHPP and PEP. Unfortunately, an accurate determination
of the shape parameter â by only backscattering measurements
is usually not possible due to the convolution with the
instrumental resolution involved in the data analysis. Moreover,
the presence of a background poses additional difficulties in
such determination. Free fits of the highest temperature datas
where, as we will see below, the influence of the background
is negligibleslead to values of â ) 0.47 ( 0.05 for HHPP and
â ) 0.53 ( 0.03 for PEP. We then chose for both cases a fixed
value of 0.5 for the shape parameter â. This is compatible with
our high-temperature analysis and lies well in the range usually
found for polymers (â  0.4-0.6).55 As can be appreciated in
Figures 5 and 6, the description of the experimental data is of
high quality. From these fits we have obtained the T-dependent
Figure 5. Scattering function normalized to its maximum intensity
measured by IN16 for PEP (squares), HHPP (full circles), and the
HHPP/dPEP sample (empty circles) at 350 K and different Q values:
0.4 (a), 1.0 (b), and 1.7 Å-1 (c). The solid lines are fitting curves. The
dotted line shows the instrumental resolution.
Figure 6. Scattering function normalized to its maximum intensity
measured by IN16 for PEP (squares), HHPP (full circles), and the
HHPP/dPEP sample (empty circles) at 300 K (a) and 400 K (b) for Q
) 1.0 Å-1. The solid lines are fitting curves. The dotted line shows
the instrumental resolution.
Sinc
KWW(Q,ö) ) FT{exp[-( tôw)â]} (8)
Sinc
H (Q,ö) ) DWF[nchSincKWW(Q,ö) +
nMGSinc
rot(Q,ö) X SincKWW(Q,ö)] (9)
Sinc
H (Q,ö) ) DWF[(nch + nMGEISF)SincKWW(Q,ö) +
nMG(1 - EISF)SQErot&KWW(Q,ö)] (10)
SQE
rot&KWW(Q,ö) )
[s-∞+∞H(log ¡)1ð ¡¡2 + ö2d(log ¡)] X SincKWW(Q,ö) (11)
Sinc
H (Q,ö)  DWF[(nch + nMGEISF)SincKWW(Q,ö)] + FBG
(12)
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values of 〈u2〉 shown in Figure 4 and the characteristic times as
a function of Q and T (see Figures 7a and 8a). The Q- and
T-dependent FBG shows a behavior very much compatible with
the attributed originsa DWF(1-EISF)-like modulation with
momentum transfer and decreasing values with increasing
temperature, such that for 350 K the FBG is already almost
negligible.
Now let us turn to the results on the blend components. As
previously explained, the spectra measured on the partially
deuterated sample HHPP/dPEP basically reveal the H-dynamics
of the HHPP component. The direct comparison of the NS
results on this sample with those of the homopolymers clearly
shows that blending affects the dynamics of HHPP hydrogens,
leading to faster motions (see Figures 5 and 6). Concerning the
shape of the scattering function, it is known9 that the extra
stretching with respect to the shape of the pure homopolymer
becomes negligible at high temperature, where the thermally
driven concentration fluctuations seem not to play a very
important role anymore. Therefore, we have assumed the same
value of 0.5 for the â parameter to fit the HHPP/dPEP spectra
by means of eq 12. Concerning the coherent contribution of
dPEP to the spectra, we note that in this temperature range it
cannot be considered as elastic. In fact, as we will see below,
the PEP component in the blend is even faster than the HHPP
component, and therefore its contribution to the spectra should
be quasielastic. Being of coherent nature, some modulation of
the characteristic time with the structure factor should be
expected for such contribution (see, e.g., ref 55). This means
that in the Q range where it shows its maximum intensitys
close to 1.2 Å-1 (see Figure 1)sthis contribution should be
relatively slow and therefore rather close to that of HHPP. On
the other hand, in the regions where the coherent contribution
could be most different from that of HHPP, i.e., close to the
minima at Q  1 Å-1 and above Q  1.5 Å-1, this relative
coherent intensity amounts to only about 10% of the measured
signal and can be safely neglected. For all these reasons, we
have fitted our HHPP/dPEP spectra by considering only one
characteristic time scale, that of the HHPP component. Some
examples of the good descriptions obtained are shown in Figures
5 and 6. The resulting values of the fitting parameters are
displayed in Figures 4 and 7b.
With the information about the HHPP component at hand,
the effect of blending on the PEP component can be inferred
from the experimental results on the fully protonated sample,
which contain almost equally weighted contributions from the
two polymers. For Q ) 1 Å-1 and T ) 350 K, Figure 9 shows
that the HHPP/PEP spectrum is broader than that obtained for
HHPP/dPEP, where the PEP component is hidden. Without
further analysis, we can immediately deduce that under these
conditions the system is dynamically heterogeneous: the PEP
component has to move necessarily faster than HHPP in the
mixture. Moreover, though at simple sight a quantitative estimate
is impossible, the direct comparison with the pure PEP spectrum
in Figure 9 points to a slowing down of the dynamics of this
polymer in the blend.
The quantitative analysis of the protonated blend was carried
out taking into account the contributions of both components:
where each of the contributions is given by eq 12. From the
HHPP/dPEP data analysis we know how to fully characterize
the dynamics of HHPP hydrogens in the blend: ôw(Q,T)HHPP/blend
and 〈u2〉HHPP/blend can be fixed to the previously obtained values
from the HHPP/dPEP data analysis. In fact, we observe that
〈u2〉HHPP/blend is very close to 〈u2〉PEP (see Figure 4). Then, it is
plausible that 〈u2〉PEP/blend also coincides with both. This
facilitates the analysis, since we can impose more restrictions
to our fits. Figure 10 shows the resulting fitting curves with
the corresponding contributions (HHPP hydrogens, dashed lines;
PEP hydrogens, dashed-dotted lines). We note that, within
the uncertainties, the values obtained for the amplitudes of
the spectra are well compatible with the hypothesis of similar
mean-squared displacements for both components. As expected
from the direct comparison of the experimental curves of the
blend samples (Figure 9), in the mixture the dynamics of PEP
hydrogens is faster than that of HHPP hydrogens. This approach
leads to the time scales for the PEP component in the blend
Sinc
H (Q,ö) ) 0.51SincH, HHPP(Q,ö) + 0.49SincH, PEP(Q,ö) (13)
Figure 7. Momentum-transfer dependence of the characteristic times
for segmental dynamics obtained for the HHPP hydrogens in the
homopolymer (a) and in the blend with HHPP (b) at the different
temperatures (in K) investigated: 300 (circles), 325 (squares), 350
(diamonds), 375 (triangles), and 400 (inverted triangles). Full symbols
result from the fit with a KWW and a FBG (eq 12). Empty symbols
correspond to the fit of eq 9 to the data for selected Q values. The
solid and dotted lines display the power laws ôw ∝ Q-2/â and ôw ∝
Q-2, respectively.
Figure 8. Momentum-transfer dependence of the characteristic times
for segmental dynamics obtained for the PEP hydrogens in the homo-
polymer (a) and in the blend with HHPP (b). Symbols as in Figure 7.
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presented in Figure 8b. Finally, Figure 11 compares for two
temperatures the time scales obtained for both homopolymers
and both blend components as a function of momentum transfer.
IV. Discussion
A. Sub-Tg Dynamics. Commencing with the two homopoly-
mers, we note that the differences between the values of ¡0 for
both systems are minute (see Figure 3a). The Arrhenius laws
with the preexponential factors ¡
∞
HHPP ) 1.41 meV and ¡
∞
PEP )
1.58 meV, and the mean activation energies for the rotation
E0
HHPP ) 107 meV and E0
PEP ) 111 meV, provide excellent
descriptions of these results (see Figure 3a). The distributions,
however, are wider in the case of HHPP than for PEP (Figure
3b). If H(log ¡) is a consequence of an underlying Gaussian
distribution of activation energies of width óE, the widths are
related via ó¡ ) óE log(e)/(kBT). This implies that ó¡(T)
continuously decreases, with 0 as limit for T f ∞. In the case
of PEP, the lowest T results for ó¡ are subjected to high
uncertainties, and the data could be well compatible with an
energy distribution with óE  14 meV (Figure 3b). Somewhat
wider (óE  17 meV) would be that for HHPP rotations. The
values found for the parameters describing this kind of dynamics
are in the same range as those usually found for glass-forming
systems.47,48 We note that in the case of HHPP a deviation from
the expected result from this approach (ó¡ ∝ óE/T) is observed
at 200 K. This could be related to a change in the distribution
due to the vicinity of the glass transition or, as we will discuss
later, to the contribution of some secondary relaxational process.
It is noteworthy also that for this polymer a librational energy
of 28 meV has been reported,56 which is in rather good
agreement with the expected librational energy of the 3-fold
potential governing methyl group rotation in the framework of
our results (26 meV). Finally, we have found that the parameters
characterizing the methyl group rotations of HHPP in the blend
are very close to those in the pure polymer (in fact, many of
the corresponding points in Figure 3 are indistinguishable). Even
a similar deviation with respect to the line óE ) 17 meV is
observed at 200 K for the broadening of H(log ¡). We can thus
conclude that blending does not appreciably affect methyl group
rotations, at least for the investigated HHPP component. Similar
conclusions were drawn for poly(vinyl methyl ether) methyl
group rotations when blended with a higher Tg polymer.18
Concerning the DWF, in the range here explored below Tg
the two homopolymers show very similar behavior (see Figure
4). The T dependence of the mean-squared displacement in this
region can be approximately described by 〈u2〉 [Å2]  8.3 
10-4T [K] (dashed-dotted line in the figure). In the blend, the
Figure 9. Scattering function normalized to its maximum intensity
measured at 350 K and Q ) 1.0 Å-1 for PEP (full squares), the fully
protonated blend HHPP/PEP sample (crosses), and the partially
deuterated blend HHPP/dPEP sample (empty circles). The solid lines
are fitting curves. The dotted line shows the instrumental resolution.
Figure 10. Scattering function of the HHPP/PEP sample for Q ) 1.0
Å-1 at 300 K (a) and 350 K (b) and also at 350 K and Q ) 0.54 Å-1
(c). The solid lines are fitting curves. Dashed line depicts the HHPP
contribution and dashed-dotted the PEP contribution. The dotted line
shows the instrumental resolution.
¡0 ) ¡∞ exp[- E0kBT] (14)
Figure 11. Momentum-transfer dependence of the characteristic times
for segmental dynamics obtained for the HHPP hydrogens in the
homopolymer (full circles) and in the blend with dPEP (empty circles)
and for PEP hydrogens in the homopolymer (full squares) and in the
blend with HHPP (empty squares). The temperature in (a) is 300 K
and in (b) 350 K. The crosses show the global time scale obtained
when the HHPP/PEP spectra are described by a single KWW. Empty
diamonds in (b) show for two selected Q values the time scale obtained
for HHPP hydrogens in the blend if the time scale of PEP hydrogens
is fixed to that in the pure homopolymer.
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determination of 〈u2〉 is subjected to uncertainties. These arise
from the slight modulation observed for the amplitudes due to
the coherent contribution. Since in this temperature range the
decay of the amplitudes due to vibrations is rather weak, such
modulation prevents a precise determination of 〈u2〉. However,
we can say that the results of the blend would be compatible
with the values obtained for the mean-squared displacements
in the homopolymers.
B. Dynamics in the r-Relaxation Regime. Following our
general scheme, we first center this part of the discussion on
the results corresponding to the homopolymers. Let us first focus
on the Q dependence of the characteristic times deduced for
our systems. As mentioned in the preceding section, the Q
dependence expected for the characteristic times ôw(Q,T) in the
Gaussian approximation is ôw(Q, T) ∝ Q-2/â. For both polymers
this law is approximately fulfilled only in the low-Q region (see
Figures 7a and 8a). Already for Q  0.6 Å-1 deviations toward
a much weaker dependence  Q-2 can be observed. One could
think that these deviations would result partially from the
influence of the methyl group rotations on the spectra. However,
those were already taken into account allowing for the flat
background in the fitting procedure. To check the influence of
the approximation done by eq 12, we have used also the full
expression (eq 9) to fit the IN16 data. Thereby the extrapolations
of the methyl group rotation parameters shown by the lines in
Figure 3 have been used. With exception of HHPP at 300 K,
indistinguishable results are obtained for the time scales, as can
be seen in Figures 7 and 8. Figure 12 shows as representative
examples the differences between both approaches for HHPP
and HHPP/dPEP, where this backgroud has most relevance: at
the lowest temperature investigated and Q  1.6 Å-1, where
the weight of the quasielastic contribution due to methyl group
rotations, DWF(1-EISF), has a maximum. It is noteworthy that,
though broad, the methyl group contribution at this temperature
is not completely flat in the IN16 window (Figure 12a,c). The
FBG obtained from the fit with eq 12 (Figure 12b,d) matches
this contribution at the edges of the IN16 window. However, it
underestimates the quasielastic intensity from the methyl groups
close to the elastic region. Then, assuming a FBG for methyl
group rotations, the remaining observed quasielastic intensity
has to be accounted by the R-relaxation component. Thus, in
the case where the pure-HHPP segmental dynamics is slowest
(see Figure 12a,b), this affects the resulting value of ôw (see
the 300 K data in Figure 7a). However, the fit results are rather
insensitive to this approximation when the R-relaxation becomes
sufficiently fast (for example, like in the blend HHPP/dPEP, as
can be seen in Figure 12c,d, and the comparison of the time
scales in Figure 7b). In any case, concerning the question of
the deviations from Gaussian behavior, Figure 7a shows that
the corrections for the lowest temperature lead to even stronger
deviations from the power law Q-2/â. On the other hand, methyl
group dynamics do not affect the higher temperature spectra,
where the deviations are also evident. Thus, we find strong non-
Gaussian dynamics at local scales for both homopolymers in
the whole temperature range investigated. Similar deviations
from Gaussian behavior in the high Q range have recently been
found in other systems.53,57-61 Also, in a molecular dynamics
(MD) simulation study of HHPP and PEP62 a change in the Q
dependence of the time scale for self-motion was found. In that
work, however, this occurred at a much higher Q value, Q 
1.8 Å-1. This might be due to the fact that those simulations
used the united atom method, while experimentally the hydrogen
dynamics is accessed.
Two possible origins have been proposed to explain such
deviations from Gaussian behavior observed at high Q. An
intrinsic source would be an underlying distribution of discrete
jumps leading to the anomalous atomic diffusion in the
R-relaxation regime.57,60 If this is a universal feature, this effect
should be present in all glass-forming systems. An additional
reason for the deviations would relate to the heterogeneous
dynamics of the different kinds of hydrogens (we are in fact
assuming the same subdiffusive motion for main chain and
methyl group hydrogens). The non-Gaussianity associated with
the latter heterogeneity would be superimposed to that origi-
nating from the jumplike nature of the atomic subdiffusion, as
has been found in the case of poly(vinylethylene).61 Unraveling
these contributions is only possible by selectively following each
kind of atom; unfortunately, this is only possible by fully
atomistic MD simulations.
The Q dependences displayed by the characteristic times in
Figures 7a and 8a hardly depend on temperature, as found in
other glass-forming systems.51,63,64 This observation allows to
build master curves by shifting the time scales corresponding
to different temperatures toward the data at a given reference
temperature TR. Applying the appropriate shift factors with the
intermediate investigated temperature (350 K) as reference, the
master curves shown in Figure 13 have been constructed. The
superposition of the data is rather good, indicating that the Q
and T dependences of the characteristic times can be factorized
to a good approximation or that the T dependence does not
depend on the Q value considered.
Figure 12. IN16 spectra obtained at 300 K and Q ) 1.64 Å-1 for
HHPP (a, b) and HHPP/dPEP (c, d). The scale is chosen to show the
4% of the maximum intensity in both cases. The fitting curves in (a)
and (c) (solid lines) have been obtained with the full expression in eq
9, equivalently eq 10. The dotted lines display the quasielastic
contribution to the spectra due to methyl group rotations only. The
dashed lines correspond to the convolution of this quasielastic contribu-
tion with the R-relaxation response. The fitting curves in (b, d) (solid
lines) correspond to the approximated eq 12, with the resulting FBG
shown as dashed lines. The dashed-dotted lines show in each case
the obtained R-relaxation function. Thin lines are the instrumental
resolution.
Figure 13. Master curves obtained by superimposing the characteristic
times ôw(Q,T) at the reference temperature of 350 K using the
appropriate shift factors a(T). Different symbols correspond to different
starting temperatures (in K): 300 (circles), 325 (squares), 350
(diamonds), 375 (triangles) and 400 (inverted triangles). Full symbols:
homopolymers; empty symbols: blend components. For clarity, the
time scales have been multiplied by the following factors: 8 (HHPP),
2 (HHPP in the blend), 1/2 (PEP in the blend), and 1/8 (PEP).
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An interesting question concerning the R-relaxation is how
do results from different techniques compare. In fact, the
combination of information from diverse sources can be very
useful due the huge span of the time scales for this process.
First, we discuss the case of HHPP. Recently, NMR spin-lattice
measurements in the nanosecond region (similar to that accessed
by backscattering techniques) have been combined with DS
experiments on this polymer,7 allowing the determination of
the temperature dependence of the segmental motions in the
temperature range between Tg and 390 K. Regarding the shape
parameter â, it was found to increase with increasing temper-
ature from 0.37 to 0.45 in the interval investigated. It is
worth noting that the values obtained by NMR for â (0.4-
0.45) are in rather good agreement with the value used by us to
describe the NS spectra in the same temperature region. On the
other hand, a nice overlap of the two sets of data was achieved
when the average time 〈ô〉 ) ôw¡(1/â)/â for the NMR results
was compared with the DS ômax. The Vogel-Fulcher expression
with ô0 ) 11.36  10-13 s, B ) 1699.31, and T0 ) 198 K,
describes simultaneously those data. The direct comparison of
those time scales with the NS results is not trivial since the
latter depend in addition on the Q value, and slightly different
â values have been used for the different techniques. We have
thus selected the Q value for which the average times obtained
by NS coincide best with those reported from NMR. This Q
value is 0.65 Å-1. As can be seen in Figure 14a, with exception
of the 300 K NS result, the agreement between the observed T
dependences is very good. We also may consider in this
comparison the rheological data reported by Gell et al.65 on
HHPP. With a reference temperature of 323 K, the viscosity
shift factors were determined for six samples of different
molecular weights and deuteration labels. Though in principle
no big differences could be expected, those results show a certain
dispersion for the apparent activation energies. These are, in
general, higher than that presented by the NS and NMR data.
The samples investigated in that work had different Tg valuess
the reason for that was not knownsand seemingly, the rheo-
logical data coincide when compared at constant T - Tg. We
note that for the sample with the same Tg as that here
investigated (Tg ) 248 K) the agreement with the NS and NMR
data is quite good (see dotted line in Figure 14a). Therefore,
all these results would be finally compatible.
Coming back to the comparison between NMR and NS
results, we note that the Q value for which the scattering data
match the relaxation times in HHPP (Q ) 0.65 Å-1) is rather
low as compared with the values reported until now (Q  0.9-
1.4 Å-1).23,53,66 Those values were obtained from the comparison
of NS (or MD simulations) results on the incoherent time for
hydrogens with DS or NMR results (either experimental or
obtained from MD simulations) for several polymers. Only in
the case of poly(vinyl acetate) was a similar Q value reported
to match NS and DS data.67 The question that arises is whether
this Q value could reveal some relevant length scale associated
with the relaxation techniques. It is clear that both DS and NMR
techniques are probing relatively local length scales (DS through
reorientations of the molecular dipoles, NMR through reorienta-
tions of bonds). Though a definite interpretation of the associated
length scale to the matching Q value is not yet worked out, it
was pointed out in ref 53 that this Q value usually lies in the
region where the crossover from Gaussian to non-Gaussian
behavior is observed in the incoherent scattering function. It is
worth noting that again this holds for the case of HHPP. This
observation would lead to think that NMR and DS techniques
would be somehow sensitive to the heterogeneities and non-
Gaussian processes causing the deviations from Gaussian
behavior. In the framework of an anomalous jump diffusion
origin of the R-relaxation,57,60 these processes could be inter-
preted as the distributed elementary jumps behind the subdif-
fusive atomic motions in the segmental relaxation, and these
local processes would be the motions revealed by relaxation
techniques.
Finally, we comment on the observation at 300 K of a faster
time scale than that expected from combined NMR/DS results.
This discrepancy could be due to the difference in the shape
parameters used to describe the different sets of data. However,
we note that deviations from the temperature dependence
predicted by the viscosity have also been observed for the
hydrogen self-motions of polyisobutylene58 and poly(vinyl
chloride).68 A similar effect has recently been found for 1,4-
polybutadiene by fully atomistic MD simulations.69 In that work,
evidences of local processes were clearly revealed, and the
observed decoupling of the time scales was attributed to the
contributions from those local processes in addition to the
subdiffusive motion in the R-relaxation regime. Such a scenario
could also be plausible for HHPP. We note that in fact the extra
broadening observed for the distribution function of rotational
rates at 200 K for HHPP (Figure 3b) could be an artifact
originated from the contribution from localized motions persist-
ing below Tg, as it was mentioned in the first part of the
discussion. Seemingly, at high enough temperatures the structure
factor of hydrogens is dominated by the subdiffusive motion
underlying the structural relaxation, while approaching the glass
transition other dynamical contributions could affect the scat-
tering function, because polymers are complex systems featuring
many internal degrees of freedom. Dielectric measurements in
the glassy state are currently being performed by us to
characterize the possible secondary relaxations active in these
systems. A remaining question could be, if DS and NMR are
probing local scales, why do these techniques not reveal also
deviations from the VF behavior? In the case of DS, the dynamic
Figure 14. Comparison of the temperature dependence of the
characteristic times of the homopolymers observed by NS and by other
techniques. In (a), the VF equation reported for HHPP from the
combination of NMR and DS7 (solid line) is directly compared with
the times obtained from IN16 at Q ) 0.65 Å-1 (dots). The rheological
shift factors reported65 for different HHPP samples are also shown
(dashed and dotted lines, with the dotted one corresponding to the
sample with Tg ) 248 K). In (b), rheological shift factors obtained for
different PEP samples65 are compared with the IN16 results at Q ) 1
Å-1 (squares) for PEP.
ô ) ô0 exp[ BT - T0] (15)
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window at such high temperatures for this techniques only
allows following the slowest part of the spectra; i.e., it is
sensitive only to the R-relaxation process. The NMR experi-
ments, however, could in principle follow the possible addi-
tional local processes. The decrease of the â parameter with
decreasing temperature could be a signature of the occur-
rence of these motions; as the ratio between average time and
KWW time increases with decreasing â value, a difference
between the time scales as observed by NS and NMR could be
found. A discrimination between the two scenarios (subdiffu-
sive process with varying shape or contributions of local
processes) could be done with the help of fully atomistic MD
simulations.
Concerning the T dependence of the time scales in PEP, a
good agreement between rheological and neutron scattering
results is found. This can be seen in Figure 14b, where we have
compared the NS data a representative Q value (Q ) 1 Å-1)
with the shift factors reported for eight different PEP samples.65
The average VF parameters for the viscosity measurements are
B ) 2109.2 and T0 ) 145.7 K.
In contrast to the insensitivity upon blending of the sub-Tg
dynamics, and as we anticipated from simple inspection of the
IN16 spectra, the hydrogen dynamics in the R-relaxation regime
is accelerated for HHPP when blended with the faster PEP, while
PEP slows down in the presence of HHPP chains. This is
quantitatively shown in Figure 11. At 300 K, where the time
scales of the two homopolymers differ by a factor of about 40,
we find an average difference of a factor of 4 between the
time scales in the homopolymer melt and in the blend for each
system. We note that the shift of the time scales is roughly
Q-independent, at least at first sight. As the temperature
increases, the difference in the time scales of the homopolymer
melts diminishes (factor of 18 at 350 K, factor of 6 at 400 K),
but the behavior found for the blend components remains
qualitatively similar (see Figure 11b for 350 K). Thus, we can
conclude that blending induces an acceleration on the high-Tg
component and a slowing down of the low-Tg component in
this system. We also note again that the blend is dynamically
heterogeneous at the length scales experimentally accessible:
for a given Q value and temperature, the time scales of both
components are clearly different. This kind of behavior has been
found in most of the blends investigated up to now: those
investigated by relaxation techniques as well as in the few cases
studied by quasielastic neutron scattering.
Seeking for evidences of a length scale for dynamic miscibil-
ity in this system, we scrutinize the Q dependence of the time
scales. The existence of such characteristic length scale should
manifest itself in a mutual approach of the relaxation times of
different blend components in some Q-region, i.e., in a
homogenization of the dynamics. However, we observe that the
Q dependence is practically the same for all samples (see Figures
7, 8, 11, and 13); i.e., the difference in time scales between
two given systems is constant for each temperature. Only small
differences could be distinguished in detail, as can be seen for
HHPP in the blend and as homopolymer. At local scaless
high-Q regionsthe acceleration of the dynamics in the blend
seems to be more pronounced than at larger length scales. We
note, however, that the spectra corresponding to the lowest Q
values accessed by IN16 contain a relatively strong contribution
of the coherent scattering reflecting the single chain dynamic
structure factor (see Figure 1). This scattering is of different
nature from that of the fully protonated samples, and therefore
the comparison of time scales in this Q range has to be judged
with caution. Thus, with the data at hand we find no evidence
for the existence of a length scale for miscibility in this system
and in the investigated Q range. Neutron spin-echo experiments
on the single chain dynamic structure factor of both components
in this system are planned for the future. They will address the
question of the dynamic miscibility at intermediate and large
length scales.
Finally, we discuss our results in the light of the model
recently proposed by Lodge and McLeish (LMcL).1 Nowadays,
it is believed that the dynamics of a segment i of a polymer A
in a blend A/B is controlled by the local composition of the
blend in a volume V around the segment i. The LMcL approach
assumes that this local composition is determined by the so-
called “self-concentration”. The idea is that the local concentra-
tion of a given blend in a volume V around one segment of one
of the blend components will be always richer in this component
due to the chain connectivity. The LMcL model considers that,
apart from the self-concentration, the composition of volume V
is the macroscopic one (i.e., thermodynamic concentration
fluctuations are not taken into account). This model also assumes
that the relevant volume V is determined by the Kuhn length b,
defined as70,71
where C∞ is the characteristic ratio, l the length of the average
backbone bond, and ı the backbone bond angle. The self-
concentration self
A is determined from the volume fraction
occupied by one Kuhn length of polymer A inside a volume V
) b3
Here M0 is the molar mass and k the number of backbone bonds
per repeating unit, and F is the density (of course, all these
parameters in eq 17, including the characteristic ratio, correspond
to polymer A). Nav is Avogadro’s number. Finally, the effective
local concentration of a given component A, eff
A
, is related
with the macroscopic concentration  through
The knowledge of the chain dimensions from SANS mea-





temperature, the ratios between the unperturbed mean-square
end-to-end distance and the molecular weight are 〈R2〉/M )
0.691 and 0.924 Å2 mol g-1 for HHPP and PEP, respectively.72
Taking into account that for both monomers we find four





PEP ) 6.82. This implies Kuhn lengths of bHHPP )
11.4 Å and bPEP ) 12.7 Å. With FHHPP ) 0.878 g/cm3 and FPEP
) 0.856 g/cm3,72 self
HHPP ) 0.17 and self
PEP ) 0.11 are deduced at
298 K. These results imply that in our 50%/50% system the
effective concentrations increase from the average value of 0.5
to values of 0.58 for HHPP and 0.56 for PEP. In the framework
of the LMcL model this translates in a shift of the glass transition
temperature of each component in the blend with respect to the
average or macroscopic glass transition Tg(). The effective local
glass transition of component A can be determined from the
macroscopic glass transition but evaluated at the corresponding
eff
A
. The concentration dependence of the average or macro-
scopic glass transition of this blend was reported in ref 74. The















A + (1 - selfA ) (18)
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by us for our 50%/50% sample are best described by the Fox
equation
when slightly different Tg values for the homopolymers are used
(249 K for HHPP instead of 248 K and 211 K for PEP instead
of 213 K). The Fox equation provides then Tg,effHHPP ) 231.5 K
and Tg,eff
PEP ) 226.2 K. Thus, a difference of about 5 K in the
effective glass transitions of the components is predicted by
the model. With respect to the homopolymers, the glass
transition of HHPP is reduced in about 16 K, while that of PEP
is increased in about 13 K.75 To apply the LMcL model, we
have used as starting functions for the T dependence of the
segmental motion of the homopolymers the VF parameters
reported from NMR and DS for HHPP7 (B ) 1699.31 and T0
) 198 K) and those deduced from the rheological measurements
for PEP (B ) 2109.2 and T0 ) 145.7 K).65 As typical Q value
we have chosen Q ) 1 Å-1. The prefactors corresponding to
the KWW times for this Q value are ô0 ) 2.6  10-14 s for
HHPP and ô0 ) 4.0  10-15 s for PEP. Assuming that the
parameters ô0 and B of eq 15 are not affected by blending, we
have obtained the predicted temperature dependences in the
blend, as depicted in Figure 15. As it may be appreciated, the
model works well for both components, at least in the high-T
range where the VF laws also describe well the thermal
evolution of the pure components. At 300 K a similar deviation
from the expected Vogel-Fulcher to that shown by pure HHPP
is observed. We could thus conclude that the shift in time scales
produced by blending is very well reproduced by the LMcL
model for both components. As the shifts observed are
independent of the Q value considered in our window, it follows
that, within the uncertainties, the model works in the investigated
Q range, which corresponds typically to interchain distances.
Furthermore, it is worth mentioning that, as expected, the effect
of thermally driven concentration fluctuations seems to be very
weak at the temperatures investigated. Though a small additional
broadening of the spectra with decreasing temperature cannot
be discardedsthe accuracy in the determination of the shape
parameter prevents resolving small spectral-shape changes,
mainly where the FBG is more importantsthe Q dependence
of the characteristic times in the blend does not reflect any
signature of additional deviations from Gaussian behavior at
such low temperatures. Thus, for the system studied, the self-
concentration seems to be the dominant factor determining the
blend dynamics on the length scales and in the temperature range
studied. We note that all temperatures are well above the glass
transition of the blendseven above the glass transition of the
highest-Tg componentsand therefore nonequilibrium effects as
those recently observed in other blend systems23,35 are not
present. We also would like to note that, though we can establish
the good agreement with the LMcL model, our data do not
provide a very critical check for some of the ingredients of this
model. As the experimental data correspond to rather high
temperatures, the range of values of self compatible with the
results would be between 0.08 and 0.3 for HHPP and between
0.02 and 0.3 for PEP. Thus, the question of whether the
relevant volume of cooperativity is just that corresponding to
the Kuhn length and independent of temperature cannot be
definitively answered with our data only.
We finally comment that in a very recent work7 on the blend
component dynamics of the system HHPP/polyisobutylene
(30%/70%) the prediction of the LMcL model does not describe
the experimentally observed behavior for the HHPP component.
A self-concentration of 0.75 would be needed for HHPP in
order to describe its behavior in the blend (and in a not very
satisfactory way). Such a value for self is not compatible with
our data (a maximum value of 0.3 for self could be estimated
to give account for our experimental results on the HHPP
component). This situation has been recently rationalized76 in
terms of a model which combines self-concentration ideas with
the Adam and Gibbs model for the R-relaxation. In the high
temperature range, this approach seems to be compatible with
the LMcL model. In any case, it is clear that more experimental
work on the widest possible range of systems in parallel with
further development of the theoretical frameworks is still
demanded in this field. On the other hand, the information
provided from MD simulations is also very valuable. Until now,
only united atom models have been used to investigate this blend
system.77,78 In both cases the dynamics of PEP seems to be less
affected by blending than the dynamics of HHPP. This result
is not in complete agreement with our experimental results. The
use of fully atomistic simulations would be a very promising
tool to complement the existing sets of experimental and
simulated data in this system.
V. Conclusions
In this paper we have presented a backscattering study on
the hydrogen dynamics of two homopolymers, HHPP and PEP,
in the glassy state as well as above their glass-transition
temperatures. Below Tg, we have fully characterized the methyl
group rotations, which reflect the disordered nature of the glass
through broad distributions of characteristic times. In the
R-relaxation regime, we have followed the associated subdif-
fusive dynamics of hydrogens. Strong deviations from Gaussian
behavior are evident for both polymers, which might originate
from underlying distributions of elementary jumps leading to
the subdiffusive motion, together with dynamical heterogeneities
related with the different types of hydrogen in the sample. On
the other hand, the temperature dependence dictated by the
viscosity is well followed the PEP hydrogen motions in the
whole range investigated. This is not the case of HHPP, for
which deviations toward a weaker dependence have been
observed when approaching the glass transition. These could
be a hint for the occurrence of additional localized motions
different from methyl group rotations superimposed to the
subdiffusive dynamics or a signature of deviations from the
time-temperature superposition principle for the R-process. The
Figure 15. Temperature dependence of the characteristic times
corresponding to Q ) 1 Å-1 obtained for HHPP hydrogens in the
homopolymer (full circles) and in the blend with dPEP (empty circles)
and PEP hydrogens in the homopolymer (full squares) and in the blend
with HHPP (empty squares). The solid lines show the dependence
expected from NMR and DS for pure HHPP7 and rheological
measurements for pure PEP;65 the dashed and dashed-dotted lines are
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identification of the molecular mechanism behind this observa-
tion needs further investigations.
The main goal of this work was to investigate the effect of
blending on the dynamical processes identified within the
homopolymer melts. Therefore, we have performed neutron
scattering experiments on isotopic labeled blends in order to
study the hydrogen dynamics of each of the components
separately in a 50%/50% blend. The methyl group rotations in
the glassy state are not affected for the HHPP component (the
only one investigated below Tg). In the supercooled liquid state,
the high-Tg component (HHPP) is clearly accelerated by
blending, while the low-Tg component (PEP) is slowed down.
The change in time scales seems to be rather Q-independent, at
least within the uncertainties. With the data at hand, a deter-
mination of a characteristic length of miscibility for this system
is not possible, since in the whole Q range investigated the time
scales for both components differ by approximately the same
factor. Future measurements of the single chain dynamic
structure factor of both components will shed some light on
this question. Finally, we have found a very good agreement
between our results and the prediction of the Lodge and McLeish
model. Thus, in this work, we have proven that the effect of
the self-concentration is the leading factor determining the
dynamical behavior of the blend components in this system, at
least in the temperature range well above the glass transition
and on spatial scales of the order of the interchain distances.
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